Bold styling, lavish detail and a surprising narrative make Kyoto Gardens a perfectly versatile collection for a spectrum of sophisticated interior schemes.
Taking inspiration from the elegant organic forms found in oriental landscapes, this harmonious and opulent collection exudes modern luxury.

A contemporary colour palette of rich jewel tones in hues of Amber, Emerald, Cobalt and Tourmaline sit in striking harmony with moody smoky shades.

Bold styling, lavish detail and a surprising narrative make Kyoto Gardens a perfectly versatile collection for a spectrum of sophisticated interior schemes.

Perfectly printed on to soft linen with a delicate bamboo texture and sumptuous velvet, let this beautifully composed collection transport you to another world.
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Demeter medium vase | Chandre tall vase | E180007 Kyoto Garden frame | VG18026 Athena multi-wick candle | Azima Emerald Eco shade | Curtains Amida Emerald with Helmsley Marine border | Throw fabric - Helmsley Marine | Fredrick 3 str soy Harkin Cashew | C170158 Zircon Teal cushion | C180021 Azima Emerald | Priam Button stool in Ziron Teal

Nebess Topaz Lamp with Azima Emerald shade

VG18001 Athena small vase

VG18017 Athena flat plate